
 
 

POLITICAL BRIBES PAID WITH STOCK MARKET INSIDE DEALS

A Capital Assets investigation organized by The Wall Street
Journal and released today, in cooperation with various federal
investigators, and supported by Plaintiff, confirms that “Federal
Officials Trade Stock in Companies Their Agencies Oversee” and
that the companies who A.) directly attacked Plaintiff, B.) stole
his patented technology, C.) covertly financed Plaintiff’s elected
and appointed officials and D.) engaged in quid pro quo
THROUGH federal agencies; were conducting illicit organized
operations. Every one of the corrupted Federal officials listed
herein:

1. Had the ability to stop, delay or accelerate funding and
resources for Plaintiff, Plaintiff’s companies and Plaintiff’s
competitors.

2. Had a deep financial and political interest in harming Plaintiff
and Plaintiff’s companies.

3. Have been proven to have taken government action to harm
competitors to the public officials stock market holdings.

4. Operate in concert with those parties who manipulate markets
for personal gain.

5. Have had staff members hire media attackers.

Hidden records show thousands of senior government executive
branch employees owned shares of companies whose fates were
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directly affected by their employers’ actions, a Wall Street Journal
investigation found. Those companies include Tesla, Facebook,
Linkedin, Google, YouTube and the charged Tech Cartel bosses
who partnered with Federal employees at various federal
agencies. The very companies that Plaintiff first started, and had
the technology patented by the U.S. Government, were the ones
that most competed with the Silicon Valley Tech Cartel owned by
California’s most famous/notorious politicians. In the headlines
today, the world learns about “Elvis” the San Francisco FBI agent,
and a host of other Federal officials, who financially sponsored
one set of politicians and the Facebook/Google entity they own,
while investigating and assisting their competitors.

The research reveals a criminal empire of government agency
executives, operating within the U.S. Government, at a scale so
large, it makes the Mafia look like school kids.

With research by Rebecca Ballhaus, Brody Mullins, Chad Day,
John West, Joe Palazzolo and James V. Grimaldi and Plaintiff, one
can see that the assertions of Federal corruption are clear and
proven. There has been a huge public set of Responses to this.

Thousands of officials across the government’s executive branch
reported owning or trading stocks that stood to rise or fall with
decisions their agencies made, a Wall Street Journal investigation
has found.

More than 2,600 officials at agencies from the Commerce
Department to the Treasury Department, during both
Republican and Democratic administrations, disclosed stock
investments in companies while those same companies were
lobbying their agencies for favorable policies. That amounts to
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more than one in five senior federal employees across 50 federal
agencies reviewed by the Journal.

A top official at the Environmental Protection Agency reported
purchases of oil and gas stocks. The Food and Drug
Administration improperly let an official own dozens of food and
drug stocks on its no-buy list. A Defense Department official
bought stock in a defense company five times before it won new
business from the Pentagon.

The Journal obtained and analyzed more than 31,000 financial-
disclosure forms for about 12,000 senior career employees,
political staff and presidential appointees. The review spans 2016
through 2021 and includes data on about 850,000 financial
assets and more than 315,000 trades reported in stocks, bonds
and funds by the officials, their spouses or dependent children.

The vast majority of the disclosure forms aren’t available online
or readily accessible. The review amounts to the most
comprehensive analysis of investments held by executive-branch
officials, who have wide but largely unseen influence over public
policy.

Among the Journal’s findings:

• While the government was ramping up scrutiny of big
technology companies, more than 1,800 federal officials
reported owning or trading at least one of four major tech
stocks: Meta Platforms Inc.’s Facebook, Alphabet Inc.’s Google,
Apple Inc. and Amazon.com Inc.

• More than five dozen officials at five agencies, including the
Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department, reported
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trading stock in companies shortly before their departments
announced enforcement actions, such as charges and
settlements, against those companies.

• More than 200 senior EPA officials, nearly one in three,
reported investments in companies that were lobbying the
agency. EPA employees and their family members collectively
owned between $400,000 and nearly $2 million in shares of oil
and gas companies on average each year between 2016 and
2021.

• At the Defense Department, officials in the office of the
secretary reported collectively owning between $1.2 million and
$3.4 million of stock in aerospace and defense companies on
average each year examined by the Journal. Some held stock in
Chinese companies while the U.S. was considering blacklisting
the companies.

• About 70 federal officials reported using riskier financial
techniques such as short selling and options trading, with some
individual trades valued at between $5 million and $25 million. In
all, the forms revealed more than 90,000 trades of stocks during
the six-year period reviewed.

• When financial holdings caused a conflict, the agencies
sometimes simply waived the rules. In most instances identified
by the Journal, ethics officials certified that the employees had
complied with the rules, which have several exemptions that
allow officials to hold stock that conflicts with their agency’s
work.

Federal agency officials, many of them unknown to the public,
wield “immense power and influence over things that impact the



day-to-day lives of everyday Americans, such as public health
and food safety, diplomatic relations and regulating trade,” said
Don Fox, an ethics lawyer and former general counsel at the U.S.
agency that oversees conflict-of-interest rules.

He said many of the examples in the Journal analysis “clearly
violate the spirit behind the law, which is to maintain the public’s
confidence in the integrity of the government.”

Some federal officials use investment advisers who direct their
stock trading, but such trades still can create conflicts under the
law. “The buck stops with the official,” said Kathleen Clark, a law
professor and former ethics lawyer for the Washington, D.C.,
government. “It’s the official who could benefit or be harmed….
That can occur regardless of who made the trade.”

Investing by federal agency officials has drawn far less public
attention than that of lawmakers. Congress has long faced
criticism for not prohibiting lawmakers from working on matters
in which they have a financial interest. The rules were tightened
in 2012 by the Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge
(STOCK) Act, passed following a series of Journal articles on
congressional trading abuses.

Journal reporting last year on federal judges, revealing that more
than 130 jurists heard cases in which they had a financial
interest, led to a law passed this May requiring judges to
promptly post online any stock trades they make.

This article launches a Journal series on the financial holdings of
senior executive-branch employees and, in some instances,
conflicts of interest hidden in their disclosure forms.
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U.S. law prohibits federal officials from working on any matters
that could affect their personal finances. Additional regulations
adopted in 1992 direct federal employees to avoid even an
appearance of a conflict of interest.

The 1978 Ethics in Government Act requires senior federal
employees above a certain pay level to file annual financial
disclosures listing their income, assets and loans. The financial
figures are reported in broad dollar ranges.

A view of Washington, D.C.

Most officials’ financial disclosures are public only upon request.
The Journal obtained disclosure forms by filing written requests
with each federal agency.

Some made it difficult to obtain the forms, and several agencies
haven’t turned over all of them. The Department of Homeland
Security hasn’t provided any financial records. (See an
accompanying article on methodology.)

Under federal regulations, investments of $15,000 or less in
individual stocks aren’t considered potential conflicts, nor are
holdings of $50,000 or less in mutual funds that focus on a
specific industry. The law doesn’t restrict investing in diversified
funds.

Some federal officials, especially those at the most senior levels,
sell all their individual stocks when they enter the government to
avoid the appearance of a conflict.

The Office of Government Ethics, which oversees the conflict-of-
interest rules across the executive branch, is “committed to
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transparency and citizen oversight of government,” said a
spokeswoman. She said the agency publishes financial
disclosures of the most senior officials on its website, along with
instructions for getting disclosures from other agencies.

At the EPA, an official named Michael Molina and his husband
owned oil and gas stocks while Mr. Molina was serving as senior
adviser to the deputy EPA administrator, according to agency
records. Such companies stood to benefit from former President
Donald Trump’s pledge to promote energy production by rolling
back environmental regulations and speeding up projects.

Mr. Molina’s job gave him a front-row seat to deliberations about
environmental regulations relating to energy. He “reviews and
coordinates sensitive reports, documents and other materials,”
said his job description, provided by the EPA in response to a
public-records request. He served as a “personal and confidential
representative” of the EPA deputy administrator in
communications with the White House and Congress, according
to the job description.

In the month he started the job, May 2018, Mr. Molina reported
purchases totaling between $16,002 and $65,000 of stock in
Cheniere Energy Inc., a leading producer and exporter of
liquefied natural gas. He reported adding Cheniere stock five
additional times over the next year. At the time, senior EPA
officials were encouraging the production of natural gas in the
U.S.

 
 

MICHAEL MOLINA
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

100+

Reported trades in energy and mining firms;

made by spouse through a financial adviser

The trades were made through a financial adviser in his
husband’s account, according to emails and disclosure forms
reviewed by the Journal. Mr. Molina was required to enter the
trades into the EPA’s electronic-disclosure system within 30 days
of receiving notice of the transactions, under the 2012 STOCK
Act.

Officials are responsible for ensuring that their holdings don’t
conflict with their work, regardless of whether they use a
financial adviser. The Journal’s review of disclosures shows that
many federal officials tell their financial advisers to avoid
investing in certain industries or to shed specific stocks.

In an interview on Sept. 28, Mr. Molina indicated that he didn’t
know much about the energy trades. “I can say this on the
record: I didn’t even know what Cheniere was until 36 hours
ago,” he said.

In February 2019, Mr. Molina was promoted to EPA deputy chief
of staff. He attended scores of meetings on environmental
issues, reviewed matters for the then-head of the agency,
Andrew Wheeler, and was sometimes asked his opinions in
meetings, according to records reviewed by the Journal and
people familiar with the matter.



In about 2½ years at the EPA, Mr. Molina reported more than 100
trades in energy and mining companies including Duke Energy
Corp., NextEra Energy Inc. and BP PLC. About 20 of the
transactions were for between $15,001 and $50,000 each,
according to Mr. Molina’s disclosures. Those trades also were
made for his husband by his financial adviser.

In the month he was promoted, February 2019, his husband
made several stock purchases through the adviser in Cheniere
and Williams Cos., which builds and operates natural-gas
pipelines.

Two months later, Mr. Trump said the EPA would propose new
rules to help the gas industry.

After publication of this article, Mr. Molina said in a written
statement: “Neither I nor my husband knew about or directed
any of these trades. Our financial advisor had complete
discretion to trade in the account, and these same trades were
made on behalf of a ‘pool’ of several dozen clients—not for us
individually.”

Mr. Molina left the EPA in January 2021. An EPA spokeswoman
said the agency’s ethics office “counseled Mr. Molina on his ethics
and financial disclosure obligations.” EPA officials signed Mr.
Molina’s financial-disclosure statement in each year he worked at
the agency, an indication they believed he was in compliance
with the conflict-of-interest rules.

U.S. law leaves it to individual agencies to decide whether they
need rules to beef up the federal conflict-of-interest law. The
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission explicitly bars its officials
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from investing in natural gas, interstate oil pipeline, utility and
other energy firms.

The EPA doesn’t have additional agencywide rules. A
spokeswoman for the EPA said its officials may invest in energy
companies so long as they aren’t working on policies that could
affect their investments. Mr. Molina’s boss told ethics officials
that he had no influence over public policy matters.

Greg Zacharias was the chief scientist for the Defense
Department’s director of operational test and evaluation until
last fall. He repeatedly bought stock in a defense contractor in
the weeks before the Pentagon announced it would pay the
company $1 billion to deliver more F-35 combat jets, while his
division was overseeing testing of those planes.

Mr. Zacharias made five purchases of Lockheed Martin Corp.
stock, collectively worth $20,700, in August and September 2021,
according to figures he provided. On Sept. 24, 2021, the Defense
Department said it was buying 16 F-35 jets from Lockheed for
the Air Force and Marine Corps. Lockheed shares closed up 1.1%
the next trading day. The stock made up a small part of Mr.
Zacharias’s portfolio.

 
 

GREG ZACHARIAS

U.S. Department of Defense
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Purchases in Lockheed stock before F-35

deal with the company

Mr. Zacharias’s office had been involved for years in overseeing
testing of combat jets, and testing officials regularly met with
the Pentagon’s F-35 Joint Program Office and with Lockheed
directly, according to former defense officials. Mr. Zacharias, who
provided scientific and technical expertise on how to assess the
effectiveness of weapons systems, didn’t attend those meetings.

In an interview, Mr. Zacharias said he wasn’t involved in decisions
on contracting and had no inside knowledge ahead of the
contract, beyond the public information that the Pentagon
remained committed to the F-35 program. He acknowledged
that his role could have allowed him to access information about
specific weapons systems. “I could always walk downstairs and
ask them how it’s going. But that really wasn’t an interest of
mine,” he said, adding that his focus was emerging technologies.

Mr. Zacharias said he wanted to buy stock in defense
contractors, including Lockheed, because of their dominance of
the defense market. He said he didn’t pay much attention to the
timing of trades, adding: “I’m just the pipe-smoking science guy.”

The Lockheed investments were among more than 50 trades Mr.
Zacharias reported in about a half-dozen defense contractors in
2020 and 2021, according to the Journal’s analysis.

“I apologize that things don’t look good on the buy side,” Mr.
Zacharias added. Of the trades in defense contractors, he said: “I
just decided that would be a good investment at the time.”



He said ethics officials didn’t raise concerns about his trades in
Lockheed or any of the other defense contractors he reported
investments in, beyond periodically sending a letter reminding
him not to take part in contract negotiations involving the
companies. He said ethics rules could be “a little tighter.”

A Pentagon spokeswoman said Mr. Zacharias “worked with his
supervisor and ethics officials to implement appropriate
disqualifications.” She said the department requires supervisors
to screen their employees’ disclosures for conflicts in addition to
the review conducted by ethics officials. Ethics officials certified
that he complied with the law.

Some conflicts of interest stemmed from agencies’
misunderstanding of their own rules.

The FDA prohibits employees, their spouses and their minor
children from investing in companies that are “significantly
regulated” by the agency. The FDA maintains an online list of the
prohibited companies for officials to check.

An FDA official named Malcolm Bertoni disclosed that he and his
wife owned stock in about 70 pharmaceutical, diagnostics,
medical device and food companies regulated by the agency in
2018 and 2019, including drug giants Pfizer Inc. and Takeda
Pharmaceutical Company Ltd. All were on the prohibited list.

Mr. Bertoni, a career executive, ran the FDA’s planning office
from 2008 to 2019, researching and analyzing agency programs.
Most of the investments he reported were in the range of $1,001
to $15,000, but his 2019 disclosure showed he and his wife
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owned between $15,001 and $50,000 in each of Allergan PLC,
Sanofi SA, Takeda and Zoetis Inc.

 
 

MALCOLM BERTONI

U.S. Food and Drug Administration

$120,000 to $1.1 million

Owned by him and wife in stocks FDA banned

holding after it mistakenly said they could

Mr. Bertoni’s lawyer, Charles Borden, said Mr. Bertoni and his wife
held these stocks despite the bans because they got bad advice
from the FDA ethics office.

The stocks were in accounts managed by professionals who had
discretion to trade without the knowledge of Mr. Bertoni or his
wife, the attorney said. He said that years ago, Mr. Bertoni asked
the ethics office how he should treat the accounts and was told
they fell into an exception to the rules for mutual funds.

They did not. The ethics office discovered its error in a routine
review of Mr. Bertoni’s forms in early 2019, Mr. Borden said. “The
FDA’s Office of Ethics and Integrity took full responsibility for the
inaccurate guidance given to Mr. Bertoni,” the attorney said in an
email.

After considering the tax and retirement-planning consequences
of having to sell the stocks, and other personal factors, Mr.
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Bertoni chose to retire instead, his lawyer said.

An FDA spokesman said Mr. Bertoni was recused from matters
involving the companies once he reported his family’s holdings
in them. The spokesman declined to comment on the events
leading up to his departure.

“The FDA takes seriously its obligation to help ensure that
decisions made, and actions taken, by the agency and its
employees, are not, nor appear to be, tainted by any question of
conflict of interest,” said the spokesman.

When federal officials are found to have violated conflicts rules
and are referred to criminal authorities, they often receive light
punishment if any, according to records reviewed by the Journal.

Valerie Hardy-Mahoney, a lawyer who runs the National Labor
Relations Board’s Oakland, Calif.-based regional office, held Tesla
Inc. shares as her office pursued complaints against the auto
maker and Chief Executive Elon Musk and considered whether to
file more.

Members of the labor relations board, appointed by the
president, review decisions made by agency administrative
courts. Ms. Hardy-Mahoney acts as a prosecutor in those courts.
She is a career employee who joined the NLRB in the 1980s.

 
 

VALERIE HARDY-MAHONEY

National Labor Relations Board
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$30,002 to $100,000

Owned in Tesla stock as agency pursued

complaints against company

Ms. Hardy-Mahoney’s office filed complaints against Tesla in
2017 and 2018. She reported holding Tesla shares worth $1,001
to $15,000 in 2019 while those cases were ongoing. The next
year, her disclosure form shows, she owned Tesla shares valued
at between $30,002 and $100,000 in E*Trade accounts. She
purchased two chunks of Tesla stock in August 2020, each valued
at between $1,001 and $15,000, according to her disclosure
form.

The NLRB ruled in March 2021 that Tesla had illegally fired an
employee involved in union organizing and that Mr. Musk, in a
tweet, had coerced employees by threatening them with the loss
of stock options if they unionized. It ordered Tesla to reinstate
the employee and Mr. Musk to delete the tweet. Tesla has
disputed the findings and has appealed the decision to a federal
appeals court.

Ms. Hardy-Mahoney’s office has in other cases rejected charges
against Tesla filed by employees, including allegations her office
received in 2020, after she bought more Tesla stock, according to
an NLRB case docket. An employee who worked at the Tesla
Gigafactory alleged that the company interfered with workers’
rights. Ms. Hardy-Mahoney’s office dismissed the charge in
January 2021.

Last November, an NLRB ethics official declined to certify that
Ms. Hardy-Mahoney was in compliance with ethics laws and



regulations, according to her disclosure form.

The NLRB’s inspector general said in a report that his office had
substantiated an allegation of violating federal law by
participating in a matter in which an employee had a financial
interest. An agency spokeswoman confirmed that the report
involved Ms. Hardy-Mahoney.

The report said that the matter was referred to the local U.S.
attorney’s office, but that federal prosecutors declined to take it.
The report said the subject of the report—Ms. Hardy-Mahoney—
received additional training regarding financial conflicts of
interest and the case was closed.

Ms. Hardy-Mahoney declined to comment. She recused herself
from Tesla cases last year and now is in compliance with conflict-
of-interest rules, the NLRB spokeswoman said.

At the Federal Reserve, an economist named Min Wei reported
trades in stock of a marijuana company after the Fed sought
clarity about whether banks could serve cannabis businesses. A
Fed spokeswoman said the trades were made by Ms. Wei’s
husband.

In June 2018, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell said publicly that the
issue put the central bank “in a very, very difficult position.” Even
though its mandate has nothing to do with marijuana, Mr. Powell
said, he “just would love to see” a clear policy on the matter.

 
 



MIN WEI

Federal Reserve Board

$480,005 to $1.1 million

In pot stock bought by spouse after Fed

called for action affecting industry

Because Mr. Powell didn’t dismiss the idea, investors saw the
comment as bullish for cannabis companies such as Tilray
Brands Inc., a leading producer. Tilray went public the following
month, and its stock skyrocketed.

In early September 2018, Ms. Wei’s husband bought between
$480,005 and $1.1 million of Tilray shares, according to her
disclosure form and the Fed. The stock continued to surge.

It then became clear that neither the Fed nor the Treasury would
take action; it would be up to Congress, with no quick fix in sight.
In October, shares of cannabis companies began to fall.

Ms. Wei’s husband sold his Tilray stake in five sales in early
October. By then, the shares had nearly doubled, worth between
$800,005 and $1.75 million, according to Ms. Wei’s disclosure.

The Fed imposed new restrictions this year on investing by bank
presidents, Fed board governors and senior staff after the
Journal reported questionable trading by presidents of two Fed
banks, who subsequently resigned. The new rules prohibit
trading individual stocks and bonds and require that trades,
even in mutual funds, be preapproved and prescheduled.
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The new Fed rules for top people don’t apply to Ms. Wei because
she isn’t senior enough. The trades were “permissible then and
are permissible now,” said the Fed spokeswoman.

Ms. Wei referred questions to the Fed. The spokeswoman said
Ms. Wei had “no responsibility or involvement with policy
decisions related to bank supervision or the provision of banking
services.” She said the Fed “did not assert any interest at the time
in the Federal Reserve resolving the conflict between federal and
state law in the area of cannabis companies and their access to
banking services, but rather pointed out that the appropriate
resolution of those issues should come from the Congress.”

Ethics lawyers said trading such large amounts of an individual
stock while the Fed is publicly addressing an issue creates an
appearance problem, even if Ms. Wei’s trades didn’t violate
conflicts rules.

The Federal Reserve building in Washington.

Roughly seven dozen federal officials reported more than 500
financial transactions apiece over the six-year period analyzed by
the Journal. Some traded a single stock frequently, while others
reported hundreds or even thousands of trades across a broad
array of stocks, bonds and funds.

In one instance, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
permitted short sales contrary to one of the CFTC’s own rules.

The financial disclosure of Lihong McPhail, an economist at the
CFTC, showed the most trading reported by any federal official in
the Journal’s review. Her husband made more than 9,500 trades



in 2020—an average of about 38 each trading day, according to
her disclosure form and the CFTC.

About one-third of those reported 2020 trades—2,994—involved
shorting stocks, or betting on a fall in their price. They ranged
from Amazon to Ford Motor Co. to Zoom Video Communications
Inc. The CFTC said all the short sales were made by her husband.

 
 

LIHONG MCPHAIL

Commodity Futures Trading Commission

2,994 short sales

Made by spouse; CFTC permitted despite an

agency ban on short-selling

Over the years, to safeguard the CFTC’s integrity, Congress
imposed tighter restrictions than at other agencies on
employees’ investing. In amending the Commodity Exchange
Act, Congress also declared that any breach by a CFTC employee
of an investment rule set by the commission could be punishable
by up to a $500,000 fine and five years in prison. The CFTC’s role
doesn’t include regulating stocks, but in 2002, the agency
adopted a rule banning short selling by its employees and their
families.

Nonetheless, a CFTC ethics official approved short selling by Ms.
McPhail’s husband, Joseph McPhail, a CFTC spokesman said,
fearing that the commission “could possibly be sued by the
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employee if we said no.” The spokesman said the ethics office
believed the regulatory provision exceeded the commission’s
statutory authority.

Mr. McPhail referred questions to the CFTC. The CFTC spokesman
said he didn’t speak for the McPhails. Ms. McPhail didn’t respond
to requests for comment.

At the CFTC, “employees are required by statute and by
regulations to adhere to strict ethical standards and to disclose
personal investments to ensure that the work of the CFTC to
oversee markets is free from any conflict of interest,” said the
agency spokesman. “In this instance, several years ago the
employee sought advice regarding their spouse’s investments
and received approval from career ethics counsel.”

Mr. McPhail was a senior policy analyst at the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. until September 2021. In a written statement,
that agency said: “The FDIC expects our employees, as public
servants, to devote their time and efforts to our mission to
maintain stability and public confidence in the nation’s banking
system.”

The Defense Department was among the federal agencies with
the most officials who invested in Chinese stocks, even as the
Pentagon in recent years has shifted its focus to countering
China.

Across the federal government, more than 400 officials owned or
traded Chinese company stocks, including officials at the State
Department and White House, the Journal found. Their



investments amounted to between $1.9 million and $6.6 million
on average a year.

Reed Werner, while serving as deputy assistant secretary of
defense for south and southeast Asia, in December 2020
reported a purchase of between $15,001 and $50,000 of stock in
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd.

At the time, discussions were under way at the Pentagon over
whether to add the Chinese e-commerce giant to a list of
companies in which Americans were barred from investing
because of their alleged ties to the Chinese government.

Defense and State officials pushed to add the company to the
blacklist, while the Treasury feared this would have wide capital-
markets ramifications. Mr. Werner had been involved over a
period of months in some discussions about what companies to
add to the blacklist, former defense officials said.

 
 

REED WERNER

U.S. Department of Defense

2

Trades in Alibaba stock while Pentagon was

discussing Alibaba ban

Nearly two weeks after the Alibaba purchase, the Treasury
updated its list and didn’t include Alibaba. The company’s stock
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rose 4% that day.

Three days later, Mr. Werner’s financial-disclosure form shows a
sale of between $15,001 and $50,000 of Alibaba stock.

The sale came a day before a meeting where defense officials
planned to press their case for adding Alibaba and two other
companies to the blacklist. Then-Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin ultimately blocked the effort.

In an interview, Mr. Werner acknowledged he was involved in
discussions about adding Alibaba to the list, saying he attended
a meeting in late 2020 and was on an email chain about the
matter. He said that he wasn’t involved in blacklist discussions
during the period the Alibaba trades were made, and that the
trades resulted in a $1,556.51 gain. He declined to answer
further questions.

The Pentagon spokeswoman said that the officials who formally
compiled and approved the blacklist didn’t own stock in affected
companies, and that supervisors and ethics officials review
reports for holdings that could conflict with an employee’s
duties. Ethics officials certified that Mr. Werner complied with the
law.

At least 15 other defense officials in the office of the secretary
reported that they or family members owned or traded Alibaba
between 2016 and 2021, including Jack Wilmer, who served as
senior cybersecurity adviser at the White House and then as the
Pentagon’s top cybersecurity official.

Between 2018 and 2020, Mr. Wilmer reported at least six trades,
which he said totaled around $10,000, in the Chinese companies



Alibaba, search-engine giant Baidu Inc. and China Petroleum &
Chemical Corp.

Mr. Wilmer said that a money manager handles his trades and
that he didn’t direct any of those transactions. He said he
wasn’t involved in policy-making decisions that would have
affected those stocks and said he didn’t see a conflict between
his job and investments. He left the government in July 2020,
before Mr. Trump signed the executive order barring Americans
from investing in certain Chinese companies.

Within federal agencies, ethics officials generally don’t consider it
their job to investigate whether employees are making stock
trades based on information they glean from their government
jobs. Ethics officials’ ability to spot potential conflicts is limited
because they usually don’t know what employees are working
on.

When ethics officials do see a potential violation, they can refer it
to their agencies’ inspectors general, who refer cases on to the
Justice Department if they find evidence of wrongdoing.

A Journal review of inspector general reports showed that the
offices rarely investigated financial conflicts. As more federal
officials invest in the stock market, ethics officials say they have
less time to look into possible wrongdoing. When findings have
been referred to the Justice Department, prosecutors in most
cases have declined to open an investigation.

One matter at the Securities and Exchange Commission involved
an official who failed to report or clear his and his spouse’s
financial holdings and trades for at least seven years. The trades
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included stocks that SEC employees and their families weren’t
allowed to own, some of which the SEC inspector general
determined posed a conflict with the official’s work, according to
a report the inspector general provided to Congress.

When a U.S. attorney declined to prosecute, the SEC’s inspector
general reported the findings to SEC management. The
unnamed official ultimately was suspended for seven days and
gave up 16 hours of leave time.

The SEC declined to comment. A Justice Department
spokeswoman declined to comment on individual investigations
but said: “We take all inspector general referrals seriously and
bring charges when the facts and law support them, consistent
with the principles of federal prosecution.”

Share Your Thoughts

Are stock trading rules for federal officials OK or should they be
further restricted? Join the conversation below.

Most federal agencies don’t have protocols to verify that officials’
financial disclosures are complete. One Agriculture Department
official disclosed wheat, corn and soybean futures and options
trades. The Journal discovered that he had made additional large
trades in corn and soybean futures in 2018 and 2019 and
omitted them from his reports.

The official, Clare Carlson, who is no longer at the USDA, said
that he tried to be scrupulous in his disclosures, and that the
omissions were honest mistakes. The Agriculture Department
declined to comment.



At the EPA, Mr. Molina’s financial-disclosure reporting caught the
attention of ethics officials.

The conflict-of-interest rules say executive-branch employees
may not “participate personally and substantially” in matters that
have a “direct and predictable effect” on their investments and
those of family members.

When the ethics officials contacted Mr. Molina about energy
stocks he reported on his forms, they were told he didn’t have
any influence over environmental policy.

His “duties are administrative in nature,” his boss, the EPA’s chief
of staff at the time, told the ethics officials. “He provides
logistical support to the principal but does not participate
personally and substantially in making any decisions,
recommendations or advice that will have any direct or
substantial effect” on his financial interests, the chief of staff
said, according to Mr. Molina’s financial disclosure.

In his time at the EPA, Mr. Molina clashed with ethics officials.
Many of his financial disclosure reports were inaccurate and
tardy, according to EPA emails reviewed by the Journal. At one
point, he didn’t file accurate monthly trading disclosures for 12
months, according to the EPA emails. Mr. Molina reported the
stock trades on his annual financial reports, as required.

The EPA headquarters in Washington.

Ethics officials said they contacted Mr. Molina “scores” of times to
press him to file timely reports, according to the emails reviewed
by the Journal.



In one email, a senior ethics official said his office had “provided
you with at least 3-5 times more personal assistance than for any
other agency employee, yet the required ethics reports were still
late.”

Mr. Molina told EPA officials that he initially didn’t know he was
supposed to complete regular stock-trading reports. He later
struggled to keep up with the EPA’s electronic-disclosure system,
according to the emails reviewed by the Journal.

In September 2020, the EPA fined Mr. Molina $3,200 for
numerous failures to disclose stock trades to the agency on time.
Mr. Molina refused to pay.

“We have never before had an employee refuse to pay the late
fee,” wrote one ethics officer in an email to Mr. Molina on Oct. 21,
2020, “so I will have to inquire about how to commence
garnishment proceedings.”

The next month, Mr. Molina accused ethics officials of
discriminating against him. “I feel that I am being targeted and
have been asked to report more than anyone else,” he wrote in a
Nov. 3, 2020, email.

“If the intent of these filings is to curb any corruption or
misbehavior,” Mr. Molina wrote, the EPA should open an
investigation. “I believe that paying such an outrageous fine
would be an admission that I have done something wrong in this
regard.”

Ethics officials didn’t investigate Mr. Molina’s trades or refer the
matter to internal investigators.



On the evening of Jan. 19, 2021, Mr. Molina’s final day working
for the government, EPA ethics officials offered to end the
matter if he paid a discounted fine of $1,067.

Mr. Molina wrote out a personal check to “U.S. Treasury” and sent
it to officials in the EPA’s ethics office, including to Justina Fugh,
an official with whom he had clashed.

In the memo line of his check, Mr. Molina wrote: “Justina tax.”

 
 

EPA official Michael Molina paid a fine for late disclosures of
stock trades. The memo line refers to a dispute with EPA ethics
official Justina Fugh. (Redactions by the EPA.)
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National analysis of the Silicon Valley Cartel email and text leaks
have proven, beyond any doubt, that:
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A. The Silicon Valley Cartel Exists; 
B. The members operate monopolitistic, market rigging, political
manipulations and attacks on others;

C. Who the members in government and industry of the Cartel
are;

D. And the insidious organized crime, criminal, RICO-violating,
anti-trust law-breaking crew of scumbags that they really are...

Plaintiff has asserted that The White House, California Senator’s
offices and their Silicon Valley corporate Big Tech oligarch
financier/order-givers have a standardized cyber-stalking
program and provider-operatives to carry out those
revenge/reprisal/vendetta/payback attacks using taxpayer
provided resources and tools. Defendants agents and shill
‘reporters’ have mocked the idea that any government entity
would engage in character assassination and vendetta. The last
laugh is on those who mock, though. Recently news and
Congressional reports have proven that standardized
revenge/reprisal/vendetta/payback attacks are a weekly, if not
daily, occurrence with Defendants. The 151 page Court
document reads like a “who’s who” of Big Tech mobsters. It is the
Rosetta Stone of High Crime in Big Tech. In
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/30/silicon-valley-billionaires-
duel-over-trump-midterm-elections.html - We see that these
oligarchs fight over their ability to rig elections. In
https://www.dailysignal.com/2022/04/18/how-facebooks-mark-
zuckerberg-rigged-the-2020-election-to-defeat-trump/ , and
thousands of other articles, we see that Mark Zuckerberg has
spent billions of dollars of cash and web manipulation to rig
elections. These guys will kill to accomplish their goals because
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they know they never get arrested. Elon Musk’s investment boss
even told Plaintiff: “We can have you killed and nobody can stop
us…”. Gary D. Conley, A Silicon Valley whistle-blower on these
people, actually was found with a bullet in his head behind Beale
Air Force Base in Northern California. Conley said, before he
died: “The Cartel wants me dead...”

We see Antonio Gracias, one of the heads of Tesla threaten to go
all mobster on the effort.

We see all of the people that have financed The White House,
appeared in group show-off photos with the White House and
been on White House special groups and Boards exposing the
fact that they rig government and industry in these leaks.

For example, in this other article we see that the #1 financiers of
White House and Senate political campaigns are also the #1
attackers:



“Elon Musk’s Texts Shatter the Myth of the Tech Genius And Reveals Silicon

Valley Cartel To Be Pack Of Asshole Frat Boys”

The world’s richest man has some embarrassing friends.

By Charlie Warzel

 
 

Yesterday, the world got a look inside Elon Musk’s phone. The
Tesla and SpaceX CEO is currently in litigation with Twitter and
trying to back out of his deal to buy the platform and take it
private. As part of the discovery process related to this lawsuit,
Delaware’s Court of Chancery released hundreds of text
messages and emails sent to and from Musk. The 151-page
redacted document is a remarkable, voyeuristic record of a few
months in the life of the world’s richest (and most overexposed)
man and a rare unvarnished glimpse into the overlapping worlds
of Silicon Valley, media, and politics. The texts are juicy, but not
because they are lurid, particularly offensive, or offer up some
scandalous Muskian master plan—quite the opposite. What is so
illuminating about the Musk messages is just how unimpressive,
unimaginative, and sycophantic the powerful men in Musk’s
contacts appear to be. Whoever said there are no bad ideas in
brainstorming never had access to Elon Musk’s phone.

In no time, the texts were the central subject of discussion
among tech workers and watchers. “The dominant reaction from
all the threads I’m in is Everyone looks fucking dumb,” one former
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social-media executive, whom I’ve granted anonymity because
they have relationships with many of the people in Musk’s texts,
told me. “It’s been a general Is this really how business is done?
There’s no real strategic thought or analysis. It’s just emotional
and done without any real care for consequence.”

Appearing in the document is, I suppose, a perverse kind of
status symbol (some people I spoke with in tech and media
circles copped to searching through it for their own names). And
what is immediately apparent upon reading the messages is that
many of the same people the media couldn’t stop talking about
this year were also the ones inserting themselves into Musk’s
texts. There’s Joe Rogan; William MacAskill, the effective altruist,
getting in touch on behalf of the crypto billionaire and
Democratic donor Sam Bankman-Fried; Mathias Döpfner, the
CEO of Axel Springer (and the subject of a recent, unflattering
profile); Marc Andreessen, the venture capitalist, NIMBY, and
prolific blocker on Twitter; Larry Ellison, the founder of Oracle,
who was recently revealed to have joined a November 2020 call
about contesting Donald Trump’s election loss; and, of course,
Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s co-founder and former CEO. Musk,
arguably the most covered and exhausting of them all, has an
inbox that doubles as a power ranking of semi- to fully polarizing
people who have been in the news the past year.

Few of the men in Musk’s phone consider themselves his equal.
Many of the messages come off as fawning, although they’re
possibly more opportunistic than earnest. Whatever the case,
the intentions are unmistakable: Musk is perceived to have
power, and these pillars of the tech industry want to be close to
it. “I love your ‘Twitter algorithms should be open source’ tweet,”
Joe Lonsdale, a co-founder of Palantir, said, before suggesting
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that he was going to mention the idea to members of Congress
at an upcoming GOP policy retreat. Antonio Gracias, the CEO of
Valor Partners, cheered on the same tweet, telling the billionaire,
“I am 100% with you Elon. To the mattresses no matter what.”

Read: Elon Musk, baloney king

Few in Musk’s phone appeared as excitable as the angel investor
Jason Calacanis, who peppered his friend with flattery and
random ideas for the service. In the span of 30 minutes, not long
after Musk’s bid to take the company private, Calacanis
suggested a five-point plan for Twitter that would introduce a
membership tier, creator revenue splits, algorithmic
transparency, and changes to the company’s operations—
including but not limited to moving the company from San
Francisco to Austin. After pledging his loyalty (“You have my
sword,” he texted Musk), Calacanis pushed new ideas for weeks.
“Just had the best idea ever for monetization,” he wrote out of
the blue, before suggesting a way that users could pay Twitter in
order to spam their followers with promotional DMs.

“Imagine we ask Justin Beaver to come back and let him DM his
fans … he could sell 1m in merchandise or tickets instantly.
Would be INSANE,” he wrote, apparently adding an unfortunate
instance of autocorrect to the historical record. According to the
court document, Musk didn’t respond. Later on, Musk chastised
Calacanis for trying to whip up public investments to finance
Musk’s acquisition. This leads to a string of messages that read
straight out of Succession:

Musk:

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/04/elon-musk-buy-twitter-billionaire-play-money/629573/


Morgan Stanley and Jared think you are using our friendship not in a
good way

This makes it seem like I’m desperate.

Please stop.

Calacanis:

Only ever want to support you.

During Musk’s April media frenzy, the billionaire frequently
demonstrated a shallow understanding of Twitter, suggesting
contradictory policies such as banning spam and bot armies but
also leaving up all content that is “legal.” (Spam, bot armies, and
crypto scam hawkers are all technically legal.) Many of the ideas
coming from his peanut gallery were equally poor. Döpfner, who
is in charge of numerous media companies, including Insider and
Politico, offered to run Twitter for Musk but seemed woefully
unprepared for the task. In a novel-length text, Döpfner laid out
his “#Gameplan” for the company, which started with the line
item: “1.),, Solve Free Speech.” He alluded to vague ideas such as
making Twitter censorship resistant via a “decentralized
infrastructure” and “open APIs.” He’s similarly nonspecific with
his suggestion that Twitter have a “marketplace” of algorithms.
“If you’re a snowflake and don’t want content that offends you
pick another algorithm,” he wrote Musk.

At one point in early April, Musk appears infatuated with his own
idea to replace Twitter with a blockchain-based payment-and-
message system. In a string of texts to his brother, the
entrepreneur Kimbal Musk, he manages to convince himself that
the idea could be huge and a way to crush spam while
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preserving free speech. In this preposterous scenario, users
would have to pay a fractional amount of the cryptocurrency
Dogecoin to post or retweet. Roughly 10 days later, Musk sends a
different text noting that “blockchain Twitter isn’t possible.”

Read: Elon Musk already showed us how he’ll run Twitter

The texts also cast a harsh light on the investment tactics of
Silicon Valley’s best and brightest. There’s Calacanis’s overeager
angel-investing pitches, and then you have the more chill tactics
of people like Andreessen, who in a tossed-off Twitter DM
offered Musk “$250M with no additional work required.”
“Thanks!” Musk responded. In a separate exchange, Musk asks
Ellison if he’d like to invest in taking Twitter private. “Yes, of
course,” Ellison replies. “A billion … or whatever you
recommend.” Easy enough.

“This is one of the most telling things I’ve ever seen about how
investing works in Silicon Valley,” Jessica Lessin, the founder of
the tech publication The Information, tweeted of the Andreessen
exchange. Indeed, both examples from the document offer a
look at the boys’ club and power networks of the tech world in
action. Is it surprising that rich people (including one of the
world’s 10 richest men) are throwing money at their friends the
way you might on a low-stakes poker night? Not really—and
especially not when that man is the richest man in the world. But
the eagerness to pony up for Musk and the lazy quality of this
dealmaking reveal something deeper about the brokenness of
this investment ecosystem and the ways that it is driven more by
vibes and grievances than due diligence. Looking at these texts,
it seems much easier to understand Andreessen Horowitz’s
recent $350 million investment in WeWork founder Adam
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Neumann’s new real-estate start-up, or Bankman-Fried’s
admission that most venture-capitalist investments are not “the
paragon of efficient markets” and driven primarily by FOMO and
hype. “Like, all the models are made up, right?” he infamously
told Bloomberg last April.

What’s immediately clear is that many of the men in Musk’s
phone are having fun with his Twitter escapade. It is an
opportunity to blithely throw shit at the wall and see what sticks.
They toss out phrases like “hard reboot” and “Day Zero. Sharpen
your blades boys”—to cleave through what they see as an
unnecessary and ineffective workforce, perhaps. They imagine
massive revenue opportunities and sweeping changes that only
they can usher in. For this crew, the early success of their past
companies or careers is usually prologue, and their skills will, of
course, transfer to any area they choose to conquer (including
magically solving free speech). But what they are actually doing is
winging it.

“I’m on 20 threads with people,” the former social-media
executive told me. “And it’s literally like, Damn, they were just
throwing shit at the wall. The ideas people were writing in, in
terms of who would be CEO—it’s some real fantasy-baseball
bullshit.” Despite all the self-mythologizing and talk of building,
the men in these text messages appear mercurial, disorganized,
and incapable of solving the kind of societal problems they think
they can.

There is a tendency, especially when it comes to the über-rich
and powerful, to assume and to fantasize about what we can’t
see. We ascribe shadowy brilliance or malevolence, which may
very well be unearned or misguided. What’s striking about the
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Musk messages, then, is the similarity between these men’s
behavior behind closed doors and in public on Twitter. Perhaps
the real revelation here is that the shallowness you see is the
shallowness you get. Charlie Warzel is a contributing writer at
The Atlantic and the author of Galaxy Brain, a newsletter about
the internet and big ideas.  
These big tech oligarchs are proven to be sick, spoiled frat boys
who think they are above the law and think that The White
House and California Senators will never allow them to be
arrested, indicted, exposed in #METOO, or interdicted. The leaks
and the evidence we have provided to the FBI, FINCEN and
INTERPOL may prove them wrong.
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